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Neurosis in the ordinary family. A psychiatric survey. ANTHONY RmLE, D.M.
London. Tavistock Publications Limited. 1967. Pp. 156. Price 32s. 6d.

This is the record of a research conducted by a team of three; a psychiatrist,
Dr D. A. Pond, a psychiatric research worker, Miss Madge Hamilton, and Dr A.
Ryle, a family doctor. The book consists mainly of a survey of 112 families in
Dr Ryle's working-class London practice. Each family surveyed contained at
least one child of primary school age.
The main data are drawn from Dr Ryle's own knowledge and records, and

from interviews, averaging four hours per family, by Miss Hamilton. The
researchers selected their information to focus on three aspects of family life;
the childhood of the parents; the quality of the parents' marriages; and psycho-
logical disturbances in the children of the marriages. An attempt was made to
measure the phenomena observed, so that observations could be stated in tabular
form.
As far as possible the investigators resisted the temptation to let the interviews

become therapeutic, though there is little doubt that some of the families were
benefited by the verbalization of their problems and the warmth of interest
displayed.
Dr Ryle attempts to view neurosis from the standpoint of the family rather

than the individual, and to demonstrate that the unresolved conflicts of the
parents contribute to the pattern of emotional disturbance in the children.

It has always been found difficult to discuss the problems of neurosis in precise
and comparable scientific terms. A great deal of valuable spadework has been
done by Dr Ryle and his colleagues, and the book will be a point of reference
in future investigations. It does not always make easy reading, partly because
Dr Ryle has deliberately avoided enlivening it with detailed case histories which,
though fascinating in themselves, do not advance the argument.

It is unlikely that such a book as this could have been written 20 years ago.
Apart from pioneers of genius such as Mackenzie and Pickles, few family doctors
would have had the interest and skill to undertake such a research. Such was the
exaggerated deference paid to specialists, that even if they had the impulse, they
may well have felt it was not their 'place' to do so. The formation of the Royal
College of General Practitioners was an indication of a changing viewpoint,
and its consolidation has been a help and stimulus to family doctors with an
interest in research. Dr Ryle shows how the general practitioner can work with
those of other disciplines, and help to map uncharted ways. This is a notable
achievement.

Communuicating with the patient. P. LEY, B.A., DIP.PSYCH. and M. S. SPELMAN,
M.D. London. Staples Press. 1967. Pp. 128. Price 37s. 6d.

"Telling the patient" is a subject of perennial concern. Of all the short-
comings for which doctors are criticized, poor communication with patients
seems to be the most frequent. Hospital doctors seem to come in for most of
the criticism, and we general practitioners sometimes congratulate ourselves
(in private) for being much better at it than our colleagues.
The authors of this book give plenty of evidence that poor communication is a

common fault. They find, however, that the remedy is not so simple as it seems.
Even when special efforts are made to inform patients, a large proportion still
express dissatisfaction with the information given. The book goes on to examine
the reasons for failure and the factors which influence memorizing. It is worth
quoting some of their findings: patients remember best what they are told first


